Huron Speed Products, LLC
Twin Turbo Install
Gen 2 CTS-V (09-15)

The following install guide is simply that, a guide to
help you with installation. It is by no means the
exact method to perform installation, simply some
tips and tricks we can offer to help you out! Huron
Speed is not responsible for anything that may
happen to you, the vehicle, or the product during
installation or use of this product. This kit is to be
used for Off-road use ONLY.
Furthermore, Huron Speed is not responsible for
any installation costs for any reason at all no matter
if you are installing or a professional shop is
installing. All installation and labor costs no matter
the scenario are the responsibility of you the
purchaser of the product. Proper fueling and a
professional dyno tune is REQUIRED to safely run
this system on your vehicle. Failure to properly set
the car up for boost WILL result in damage. If you
have ANY questions, please reach out and ask and
we would be more than happy to assist!
Jon@HuronSpeed.com
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Remove two bolts in trunk cover with 8mm socket and ratchet.
Pull up on cover to remove.

Unscrew net tie down on side cover where
battery is located and remove two plastic
retainers.
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Pull cover aside to expose battery. Remove
positive terminal by lifting lever and moving
to the right, remove negative terminal using
10mm socket and ratchet.
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Remove sight shield by removing 6 panel retainer clips by hand.
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Remove right and left lower fender liner, 8 retainer
clips in each fender well and 3 retainer clips, each
side under front clip

Remove front body splash shield, 6 retainer clips and 2 bolts with
10mm socket.

Remove 3 retainer clips on underside of fender liner,
each side.
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Remove 8 retainer clips in each
fender well and remove fender well
liner.
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Remove right and left side front
bumper cover retainer with 10mm
socket.
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Unplug right and left fog light. Remove 2 retainer clips and
2 bolts with 10mm socket and ratchet in front bumper
cover and lift bumper cover off.

Remove bolt that supports power steering cooler on
impact bar with 13mm socket.
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Remove eight bolts in front impact bar, use 13mm socket
on 7 and 13mm ratchet wrench on upper left bolt, right
side. Remove impact bar. Understand this will not be reused and may change the front structural integrity of the
vehicle if event of a crash. This is for off-road use only.
The intercooler will bolt in place.

Drain intercooler by removing one of the hose clamps
and pulling off hose. Use bucket to catch coolant. When
coolant is drained remove other hose and drain.
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Remove 4 bolts from intercooler with 10mm socket.
Remove intercooler.

Loosen 4 clamps on fresh air intake, unplug hose and
remove intake.
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Unplug MAF on air cleaner assembly.
Remove 3 upper cover bolts with t25 torx bit
and remove cover. Remove 1 bolt on filter
box with 10mm socket and remove filter box.
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Unplug throttle body and remove 4 bolts with 10mm
socket that holds throttle body on supercharger snout.
Remove throttle body.
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Remove supercharger belt by using ½” drive breaker
bar to release the tension. Remove serpentine belt
by using 15mm socket and ratchet to release the
tension.

Remove supercharger
tensioner by using 15mm
socket.
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Remove serpentine belt tensioner pulley and 2 bolts on
serpentine bracket with 15mm socket and extension
and remove. This allows access to remove the 3 bolts
on the supercharger belt tensioner bracket with 15 mm
socket. Reinstall serpentine belt tensioner bracket.

Remove 1 bolt and 1 nut on each side of the strut tower
brace with 18mm socket. Lift off strut tower brace.
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Unplug coil packs and injectors. Remove 2 bolts in
bracket that holds wire loom to back of supercharger
with 10mm socket. Remove spark plug wires and remove
coil packs and label. Each coil pack has two bolts that can
be removed by using a combination of 10mm socket and
10mm ratchet wrench.

Remove spark plugs with 5/8” plug socket and short
extension. Certain types of headers require the use of a
5/8” plug socket and ¾” box end to remove plug #3.
Remove header bolts, 6 on each side, with ½” ratchet
wrench. Dipstick bolt must be removed on right side
using 15mm shallow socket. Pull out dipstick before
removing right side header bolts.
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Remove upper and lower steering column bolts
to remove left side header. Use 7/16” socket
and ratchet wrench. Remove steering column.
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Remove 2 starter bolts using 13mm socket with long extension and
one bolt holding on the plastic flex plate cover with 10mm socket.
Remove power wire to the starter by removing nut with ½” deep
well socket. Unplug and remove starter to remove header.
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Unplug 4 O2 Sensors.

Remove header flange bolts with 9/16” socket
and 9/16” box end wrench and remove header
from engine bay. Repeat for other side. Loosen
pipe clamps on center section with 11/16”
socket and remove center exhaust section.
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Remove coolant lines to intercooler
pump. Remove 2 bolts on intercooler
pump mount using 13mm deep well
socket.

Remove hose from steam port fitting on right and
left side, remove steam port fittings. Use 10mm
socket on left side and 10mm box end on right
side.
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Disconnect fuel line using quick
disconnect tool.

Remove coolant lines to supercharger
intercooler brick on back of
supercharger and disconnect 8
plugs/hoses from supercharges and lid.
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Remove 17 supercharger lid bolts
using 10mm socket and extension. Lift
lid off (coolant may drain from the
rear intercooler brick lines).

Loosen 10 bolts (5 each side) in supercharger
using 8mm socket with long extension. Bolts
will remain captive in supercharger so no need
to remove. Lift off supercharger.
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Tape off intake ports on heads
with blue painters tape to keep
out foreign objects.
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Remove blue tape and install new intake with
injectors/fuel rails and throttle body. Torque tb
to 89in/lbs and intake to 44in/lbs first pass and
89in/lbs final pass. Connect fuel line to fuel rail.
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Install provided oil supply fitting in valley cover and
screw in oil sending unit into fitting. Install provided
fittings for turbo oil supply and Install steam vents.
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Install exhaust manifolds using 9/16” ratchet
wrench. Install provided studs in turbo flange.
Reinstall starter and steering column. Auto Trans
Cars may have to massage bellhousing slightly for
additional clearance to T4 flange on Pass. Side
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Install coil packs, spark plugs and wires. Plug in
coil pack and fuel injectors. Connect fuel line to
fuel rail.

Remove three map sensors from supercharger and
connect one to port in charge pipe, one to port in
intake and the third one reads atmosphere
pressure. Plug in existing connectors. Re-connect
brake boost hose to intake.
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Dipstick mounting tab will need to
be modified to fit. Install dipstick
with 15mm shallow socket.

Remove brace on both sides. Use
10mm socket to remove bolt. This
needs to be removed to install
intercooler.
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Mount power steering cooler on left side of
radiator. Use M6x1.0 existing bolt.

Cut off Tab and drill hole in
steering cooler and use
M6x1.0x45mm to mount cooler
to right side of radiator. Double
nut to hold in place.
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Install intercooler using four M8x1.25x35mm bolts and nuts
with lock washers. Tighten with 13mm ratchet and box end
wrench.

Test fit and cut/grind plastic on grill to fit over
intercooler. Re-install bumper cover.
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Test fit right turbo and cut aluminum support bar to
allow clearance for turbo.
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Install fitting in top of turbo for oil supply and oil drain
flange on bottom. Connect oil feed line to oil fitting on
turbo and to oil supply. Follow turbo manufacturer’s
oiling instructions prior to install. Install turbo on
exhaust flange with metal gasket. Tighten with socket
and ratchet with long extension and open-end wrench.
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Clock turbos to allow oil to drain. This is extremely important.
Ensure the drain is facing down and outlet of the flanges facing
slightly downhill to allow gravity drain out of the turbos slightly so
the oil will not pool in the turbos. Improper setup here will lead to
leaking oil/smoking. Install 10an oil drain lines and tee provided.
Install down pipes with v-band clamp using 13mm deep well socket
and ratchet. Install O2 sensor and connect.

Install both waste gates using 5mm allen head socket
and ratchet and connect to boost controller per
manufacturers recommendation.
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Install oil scavenger pump on intercooler pump bracket.
Connect 10an provided line to suction side of pump and
to previously installed tee. Connect provided 10an line to
discharge side of pump and to provided oil fill cap with
fitting.

Connect oil scavenger pump lead to
switched power in fuse box.
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Connect oil scavenger pump
power to 12 volt positive source
and attach ground wire to frame.
Check rotation of pump and
reverse leads if needed.

Install intake piping and tighten clamps using a
10mm deep socket and ratchet. Connect intake air
temperature sensor to intake piping and plug in
mass air flow sensor.
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Install Blow Off Valve (BOV)
and tighten vband with 5mm
allen head and ratchet.
Connect vacuum line to
intake and to BOV.

Install right and left side cold piping and connect to turbo
and intercooler with silicon coupler and clamps. Tighten
clamps with 10mm deep well socket and ratchet.
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Notch front body splash shield to clear cold piping
and reattach shield.
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Install exhaust and provided turbo
screens or filters. For the included
filters, the 3” tubing will attach to the
turbo inlets with the provided 4” to 3”
straight couplers, and the filters on the
other end.

Connect positive battery cable and connect
negative cable, tighten with 10mm socket and
ratchet. Reattach trunk liner

Note:
Make sure and prime turbos with oil before starting the vehicle. Remove hose from drain flange on
bottom of turbo to make sure that turbos are getting oil. Replace once this is verified.
Ensure your set-up has a proper fuel system to support the new power (If installing new Injectors, do
NOT run the car without the computer flashed for the larger injectors). If running the car prior to
tuning do NOT get into any boost prior to tuning or you WILL damage the engine. Proper fueling and
a professional dyno tune is REQUIRED to safely run this system on your vehicle, remember.

